
The shared wisdom of our Camilla Sisters 

 

As we reflect upon our common expression of responsible membership, what does it 
look like? As individuals and as a community 

- Closed circuit TV allows sisters to be more present to Congregational events 
especially Chapter thus being more engaged 

- Becoming more positive as individuals as the joyful bearers  
- Accepting  each individual (lay and sister) and seeing the gift of each person 
- Keeping informed through our reading, for example the Angelus and other 

spiritual resources,  and share what we read 
- Being good listeners by having a listening heart 
- Inviting others to participation(meals, events, meetings) 
- Faithfulness to prayer life (both personally and communally) 
- Offset the effect of Covid-19 by not isolating  ourselves 
- Showing care and concern for one another by our respect and compassion for 

sisters and staff 
- Assisting, encouraging and meeting  the needs of those in our community and 

those who walk with us in our ministry 
- Being open to the Holy Spirit as we live out our charism and live our Rule as a 

way of life; being mindful of our “Spirit and Purpose” as read in FW 
- Radical availability  

 

 

Collaboration with and for Mission 

What are the beliefs, narratives, and attitudes that foster collaboration with others? 

What hinders collaboration with others? 

As a community, we are invited to … 

• …Participate and be informed of  social justice issues and to reach out to the 
wider Church 

• …Invite and affirm the talents and gifts of each sister 
• …To look to future reality of the Church to be better prepared to respond to the 

needs of our Church and our world 
• …Foster a positive attitude toward living the gospel message as a preparation for 

mission 
• …Minister with other Congregations, strengthened by the universal charism of 

religious life and each congregation embracing their own particular charism for 
the mission of the Church 

• …Collaborate for the purpose of accomplishing the mission of the Church 



• …Be committed to insuring the Eucharist is our priority  
• …Listen with humility 
• …Grow in our dependence on Divine Providence  
• …Recognize things will change and move forward with a new mindset by 

willingness to let go of the old 
• …Have a positive acceptance of one another 


